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INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND

The shared collective urban practices, such as opportunity on the production of symbolic
space through ephemeral expressions, both in landscape and urban contexts, dominate
within the research’s areas that deal with project of the city. Wanting to push further along
the boundaries of the disciplines directly interested on the future of our contemporary cultural landscapes, inside urban and rural contexts, during 2016 born LWCircus International
Program.

FOR AN INCLUSIVE AND RESILIENT URBAN FUTURE

OBJECTIVES

The LWC Program, focused on experimental methods and strategies of design based largely on social and cultural practices on the field, aims to enhance sensitive areas inside cultural heritages
and redesign contemporary urban landscapes under environmental, social and economic transition. LWCircus looks for alternative tools and devices to activate sustainable development and responsible action through operative shared workshops, through the direct involvement of local communities, minorities and well known international practitioners. The workshops stimulate the interdisciplinary exchange of knowledge, information, attitudes, skills and real-world know-how through artistic expression and multiple forms of media. LWCircus outcomes have resulted in integration, cultural and economic development for local inhabitants and minorities involved. The first two editions of the Shared-Operative Workshops called LWCircus-ArnoLabs, have been held in
Florence, from 21st till 30th of September 2017 and from 23rd May till 3rd June 2018, creating ephemeral installations, as light urban furniture, staging points, temporary shelters, realized on site
by the revisitation and assembling of recycled natural material transported by the changing Arno River’s moods.

METHODS

A temporary international, multi cultural and multidisciplinary creative community fruitfully tested on the field shared practices by using multimedia languages, artistic approaches and performative-spontaneous attitudes in the specific urban context, with the direct involvement of local actors and public institutions responsible for the River's management and safeguard, looking for a RESILIENT and INCLUSIVE urban future, in terms of responsible cultural valorization and sustainable development for the local community and the diverse minorities directly involved in each step
of the operative shared process.

RESULTS

The Shared Process among Arno river banks gave life to a series of ephemeral installations and performances realized by recycling of natural elements collected on site coming from the natural
Resource , and the skills and attitudes of the participants to the Activity. The group of selected young refugees, temporary hosted in the Florentine context, invited to join the international creative
group, worked profusely highly animated to design and realize the series of installations, sharing wishing and hopes with the rest of international participants and the locals, becoming temporary
part of the local community and starting a process of social inclusion that gave life to successive opportunity for further inclusion on the local realities. The locals sharing the process in conceiving
and realizing the works, started in look at the others in different way, transmuting the concept of others in the feeling of us, by the sharing of the entire process.

CONCLUSIONS

Work reported would love to give a contribute inside the evolving of the traditional figure of the landscape architect to a sort of “landscape facilitator" as well as to the Landscape Architecture Discipline, underling the operative shared method as fundamental and intrinsic part of the design process in itself. Wanting to go further, the work, by implying the sharing of the project together with
all the actors interested to the investigated places or landscapes, by assigning roles and competences to let feel the project their own responsibility, until this will make feel to them affection for
the gained results, contributes in illustrating a fruitful example in defining an effective and virtuous new method. Making feel the others as a fundamental part to achieve the result, it resulted a
successful strategy that helped in permitting to achieve great results in really short time.
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